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THE PUBLIC FORUM
MOST LETTERS of recent date

which came to The Public Forum
but were not used were those which
were not signed with full name. A
number were too long.

Lately Public Forum contributors
have been much given to

Short letters are given pref-
erence over long letters for early
publication. Letters too long simply
will not be considered.

Some one a few weeks ago wrote
a letter criticising Allen Steven, next
day came a reply. Soon some score
of letters for or against Steven ar-

rived. Four were printed the first
two which favored Steven and the
first two which criticised him. Go
to Europe or to the back lot if you
want to scrap, but save the space of
The Public Forum for something
more valuable. Several other unused
letters were purely personal attacks
on Forum writers.

A very few letters were not used
because they were on subjects so an-
cient, or unrelated to
Chicago affairs and conditions that
they could have interested no Day
Book readers.

One last word: Keep the letters
short Forum Editor.

YOUR MONEY CAN RULE. I
think the quickest and safest way to
end the garment workers' strike is
for the laboring people to stand by
them as they did in the car strike.

Let all union men and women stop
patronizing any loop press and stop
shopping at the loop stores until they
will force the clothing bosses to arbi-
trate, so that these poor people may
have a living wage.
''Use the same method on loop stores

and the loop press until they will
obey the law and put fenders on all
auto trucks that kill human beings.

We have a mayor who enforced the
saloon law. Why don't he enforce
this law? If he does not enforce it,
use the law on him to make him en
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force it I am sure if this advice will
be heeded there will be many a glad
and happy person by Christmas-Ever- y

one's help is needed for a good
cause. If they want to break up the
Teachers' Federation stop patroniz-
ing papers that write against it

Union people, stick together. You
are the mass of people. Stand firm
as a wall and you will gain the vic-
tory, for the loop stores and the loop
press want your patronage and
money. Don't give it to them until
they give all unions a square deal.

A. B.

TAG DAY CRITICISM. "The
Powers" showed their shrewdness,
granting the strikers a tag day. Some
undoubtedly gave generously, but on
the whole tag day has been a failure.
One collector stated it thus: "The
workers give, the rich pass by," but
those she called rich were the better-dress- ed

workers, too dull or too
to help their fellow

workers.
The chief fault, however, must be

laid to poor management and the
timidity of the collectors. A diligent
search at and near outlying "L" sta-

tions, where working people get off
to go home, failed to reveal a col-
lector. By chance one would meet
an occasional one down town, but
few of them showed any zeal in their
work. They mostly had a scared,
haunted look.

Tag days and similar begging
methods may not.be just instruments
in strengthening labor's backbone;
Nevertheless, one sometimes must
turn necessity into a virtue. In such
case there is no need for the repre-
sentatives of labor to hide in a cor-
ner or wait until spoken to.

Labor soliciting' aid for its own
cause is at least a thousand times
more dignified than the sorry spec-
tacle presented to us by the "sweet
charity" workers several times a year

and, believe me, they know how.
Had there been system in the or-

ganization of the collectors and had


